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Abstract
In the process of tunneling of tunnel boring machine (TBM), different geological conditions often correspond to different working conditions, and the
randomness of geological conditions also causes the order of occurrence of
each working condition to be different. Under the conversion of different
working conditions, this makes the vibration of different types of cutterheads
different. How to choose the appropriate type of cutterhead according to different geological conditions is very important for saving engineering cost and
increasing cutterhead life. In view of the above situation, this paper proposes
a stability evaluation method during the TBM tunneling process to select the
appropriate cutterhead type. Firstly, the corresponding relationship between
geology and working conditions is established according to different geological conditions, and the input loads corresponding to geological conditions are
obtained. Then, it is substituted into the dynamic model of the cutterhead
system, the vibration response boundaries of each degree of freedom are obtained by solving. And the average value of the maximum boundary amplitude of each degree of freedom is taken to represent the extreme vibration of
the cutterhead under the corresponding working conditions. Finally, by
comparing the fluctuation of the ultimate vibration amplitude of each type of
cutterhead in the process of working condition conversion, the results are as
follows: when the transition between homogeneous strata and composite
strata is normal and there is no large turning and deviation correction, the
vibration response of the two-part cutterhead is the smallest, and the two-part
cutterhead is the best choice. Otherwise, the five-part cutterhead is the best
choice, while the stability of the integrated cutterhead is the worst.
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1. Introduction
Mechanised tunneling is an efficient tunneling technology for the construction
fnew underground infrastructures, in particular in urban environments [1].
Tunnel boring machine (TBM) is a factory-built tunnel construction system integrating mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and other multidisciplinary applications. It is widely used in underground projects such as water conservancy,
transportation, national defense and energy. Cutterhead system is the most critical component, its engineering failure will greatly affect the progress of the
project, increase time and money costs. Cutterhead system tunneling process is
often different because of different geological conditions. How to carry out dynamic analysis more effectively and accurately is of great significance for studying the tunneling stability of the cutterhead system and selecting the type of cutterhead.
At present, scholars have done a lot of research on the dynamic characteristics
of the key parts of TBM. Zhou et al. [2] proposed and established an equivalent
coupling model through the secondary development of the finite element software ABAQUS, and carried out the corresponding dynamic analysis. Huoet al.
[3] established a multi-degree-of-freedom coupling dynamic model of TBM, and
studied the dynamic response of cutterhead under impact load. Li et al. [4] established a general nonlinear time-varying (NLTV) dynamic model and a linear
time-varying (LTV) dynamic model for the shield tunneling machine drive system, and the effects of physical parameters under various conditions of dynamic
model are analyzed. Zhang, Li et al. [5] [6] established a dynamic model of
shield machine under complex geological conditions, calculated the dynamic
response of the cutterhead slewing system, and explored the influence of key parameters. Cooley and Parker [7] studied the effect of the speed of the planetary
carrier on the natural frequency of the system. Han [8] introduced a nonlinear
spring element to simulate the interaction between the cutterhead and the rock,
and established a finite element model to simulate the dynamic process of the
tunneling process.
In conclusion, although scholars have done a lot of research on the key parts
of TBM, most of the dynamic analysis of TBM has not considered the influence
of geological conditions, and few studies have been carried out on geological
transformation and cutterhead selection. In view of the above problems, this
paper presents a stability evaluation method in TBM tunneling process. Firstly,
the corresponding relationship between geology and working conditions is established according to different geological conditions, and the input loads corresponding to geological conditions are obtained. Then, it is substituted into the
dynamic model of the cutterhead system, the vibration response boundaries of
each degree of freedom are obtained by solving. And the average value of the
maximum boundary amplitude of each degree of freedom is taken to represent
the extreme vibration of the cutterhead under the corresponding working conditions. Finally, by comparing the fluctuation of the ultimate vibration amplitude
DOI: 10.4236/wjet.2019.72B001
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of each type of cutterhead in the process of working condition conversion, the
stability of each type of cutterhead under different geological conditions is obtained.

2. Transformation of Geological and Working Conditions
According to the statistics of engineering geology, the location of TBM contains
many strata in the process of tunneling, and the distribution characteristics of
strata are uncertain. According to the research of relevant scholars, the changing
trend of strata on the cutterhead tunneling interface and the distribution and
combination of different geology have great influence on the fluctuation and
magnitude of cutter head load. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with the stratigraphic distribution. This article uses classical working conditions to equate
possible geological forms. The working conditions that may occur during the
tunneling process are attributed to the maximum thrust condition, the maximum overturning condition, the turning and correcting condition and out of
difficult condition. The typical working conditions are shown in Figure 1. The
maximum thrust condition refers to the equivalent condition of TBM driving
along a straight line under uniform geology. At this time, all the cutters are subjected to rock breaking load, and the cutterhead system bears the maximum
load, and its force section is shown in Figure 1(a); Maximum overturning condition refers to the equivalent condition of TBM driving in composite strata. At
this time, half of the cutter of the cutterhead contacts the rock, and the cutterhead system bears large loads and bending moments, and its force section is
shown in Figure 1(b); The turning and correcting condition means that there is
a certain angle between the cutterhead surface and the tunneling surface, only
part of the cutter is subjected to force, and its force section is shown in Figure
1(c). When TBM is driving, it may encounter problems such as the lone stone or
the edge cutter being stuck. At this time, the cutterhead torque must be increased. The cutter head is subjected to the maximum torque under this condition, and its force section is shown in Figure 1(d).
Considering the corresponding relationship between the geological distribution and the working conditions, the calculation process of the cutterhead load
boundary is as follows.
1) Combining simulation and field test data to obtain the load waveform of a
single cutter;
2) According to the geological survey report, the geological conditions are statistically analyzed and classified, and several typical working conditions with the
largest proportion are found;
3) According to the obtained working conditions and the load waveform of
the single cutter, the time history of the equivalent load of the cutterhead under
working conditions with the largest proportion is fitted, and the minimum value
of the cutterhead load is obtained.
4) The maximum value of the cutterhead load is generated when the load on
each cutter is nominal. Therefore, the load interval of the cutterhead under
DOI: 10.4236/wjet.2019.72B001
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Figure 1. Transformation of geology and working conditions.

several typical working conditions with the largest proportion can be obtained
and used as the load input of the dynamic model.

3. Establishment of Dynamic Model
3.1. Equivalent of Mechanical Model
The TBM cutterhead system includes cutterhead, ring gear, pinion, shield, reducer and motor. The typical cutterhead forms are integrated cutterhead (IC),
two-part cutterhead (TPC), and five-part cutterhead (FPC). The cutterhead, ring
gear, pinion, shield and motor are equivalent to mass points, and the pinion and
red tarder are equivalent to a mass point. The equivalent mechanical model of
cutterhead is established, as shown in Figure 2.
mδ(δ = L, r, d, pj) represents the equivalent mass of cutterhead, ring gear,
shield and pinion, respectively. keqδ(δ = x, y, L, r, z, d, dz, p) represents horizontal equivalent support stiffness of cutterhead, longitudinal equivalent support
stiffness of cutterhead, radial equivalent support stiffness of ring gear, axial
equivalent support stiffness of ring gear, horizontal equivalent support stiffness
longitudinal equivalent support stiffness and axial equivalent support stiffness of
shield, and the equivalent support stiffness of the pinion respectively. Ceqδ(δ = x,
y, L, r, z, d, dz, p) represents horizontal damping coefficient of cutterhead, longitudinal damping coefficient of cutterhead, radial damping coefficient of ring
gear, axial damping coefficient of ring gear, horizontal damping coefficient, longitudinal damping coefficient and axial damping coefficient of shield, and the
damping coefficient of the pinion respectively. TL, Tmj, FXi, FY, MX, MY, FL
represents cutterhead torque, motor torque, cutterhead horizontal load, cutterhead longitudinal load, cutterhead overturning moment, cutterhead axial load.
According to the equivalent mechanical model, the generalized displacement
matrix of the cutter head system is:

{δ } = { X L , YL , Z L ,θ Lx ,θ Ly ,θ L , X r , Yr ,
Z r , θ x , θ y , θ r , X d , Yd , Z d , H pj , V pj , θ pj , θ mj }T

(j = 1 - pinion number) (1)

In the matrix, XL, YL, ZL, θLx, θLy, θL represents the X-direction displacement of
the cutterhead, the Y-direction displacement of the cutterhead, the axial
DOI: 10.4236/wjet.2019.72B001
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Figure 2. Equivalent mechanical model of cutterhead. (a) Mechanics Model of Rotary System; (b) Torsional Mechanics Model; (c)
Mechanical Model of Axis and Overturning; (d) Radial Mechanics Model.

displacement of the cutterhead, the overturning vibration displacement of the
cutterhead, and the torsional vibration displacement of the cutterhead respectively; Xr, Yr, Zr, θx, θy, θr represents the X-direction displacement of the ring
gear, the Y-direction displacement of the ring gear, the axial displacement of the
ring gear, the overturning vibration displacement of the ring gear, and the torsional vibration displacement of the ring gear respectively; Xd, Yd, Zd represents
the X-direction displacement of the shield, the Y-direction displacement of the
shield, the axial displacement of the shield respectively; Hpj, Vpj, θpj represents
tangential displacement of pinion, radial displacement of pinion, the torsional
vibration displacement of pinion respectively; θmj represent angular displacement of torsional vibration of motor.

3.2. Establishment of Dynamics Differential Equation of
Cutterhead System
According to the dynamic equivalent model of the cutterhead and the transforDOI: 10.4236/wjet.2019.72B001
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mation relationship between geology and working conditions, the corresponding
dynamic differential equations are obtained.
1) Cutterhead
mL X L + Ceqx ( X L − X r ) + keqx ( X L − X r ) =
FXI
 
I
 
FY
mLYL + C4eqy (YL − Yr ) + keqy (YL − Yr ) =
 


FLI
mL Z L + ∑ [CeqLi ( Z Li − Z ri ) + keqLi ( Z Li − Z ri )] =
  i =1




 I Lxθ Lx + rbr [CeqL1 ( Z L1 − Z r1 ) − CIeqL 3 ( Z L 3 − Z r 3 ) + keqL1 ( Z L1 − Z r1 )
− keqL 3 ( Z L 3 − Z r 3 )] =
MX

 I θ + r [C ( Z − Z ) − C ( Z − Z ) + k ( Z − Z )
r2
eqL 4
L4
r4
eqL 2
L2
r2
 Ly Ly br eqL 2 L 2
M YI
− keqL 4 ( Z L 4 − Z r 4 )] =

 


−TLI
 I Lθ L + CrLQ (θ L − θ r ) + krLQ (θ L − θ r ) =

(2)

2) Ring gear
n
 
( Fprj + D prj ) sin(ϕ j + α ) + Ceqpr ( X r − X d ) + Ceqx ( X r − X L )
m
X
+
∑
r
r

j =1

0
+ keqr ( X r − X d ) + keqx ( X r − X L ) =
  n
mr Yr − ∑ ( Fp rj + D p rj ) cos(ϕ j + α ) + Ceqr (Yr − Yd ) + Ceqy (Yr − YL )
j =1

0
+ keqr (Yr − Yd ) + keqy (Yr − YL ) =
4
m Z + [C ( Z − Z ) + C ( Z − Z ) + k ( Z − Z ) + k ( Z − Z )] =
0
ri
d
eqLi
ri
Li
eqzi
ri
d
Li
eqzi
 r r ∑ eqLi ri
  i =1
 I rxθ x + rbr [CeqL1 ( Z r1 − Z L1 ) − CeqL 3 ( Z r 3 − Z L 3 ) + Ceqz1 ( Z r1 − Z d ) − Ceqz 3 ( Z r 3 − Z d )]
+ rbr [keqL1 ( Z r1 − Z L1 ) − keqL 3 ( Z r 3 − Z L 3 ) + keqz1 ( Z r1 − Z d ) − keqz 3 ( Z r 3 − Z d )] =
0
 
 − Z ) − C ( Z − Z ) + C ( Z − Z ) − C ( Z − Z )]
I
θ
[
(
r
C
Z
+
L2
eqL 4
r4
L4
eqz 2
r2
d
eqz 4
r4
d
 ry y br eqL 2 r 2
+ rbr [keqL 2 ( Z r 2 − Z L 2 ) − keqL 4 ( Z r 4 − Z L 4 ) + keqz 2 ( Z r 2 − Z d ) − keqz 4 ( Z r 4 − Z d )] =
0

n
 I rθr − ∑ ( Fp rj + D prj )rbr + CrLQ (θr − θL ) + krLQ (θ r − θ L ) =
0

j =1
(3)

3) Shield

0
md Xd + Ceqr ( X d − X r ) + Ceqd X d + keqr ( X d − X r ) + keqd X d =
 



(4)
0
md Yd + Ceqr (Yd − Yr ) + Ceqd Yd + keqr (Yd − Yr ) + keqd Yd =
4

0
m d Zd + ∑ [Ceqzi ( Z d − Z ri ) + keqzi ( Z d − Z ri )] + Ceqdz Z d + keqdz Z d =
i =1


4) Pinion
 + ( F + D ) cos α + C H + k H =
m pj H
0
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p rj
p rj
eqpj
pj
eqpj
pj



+
+
+
+
=
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m
V
F
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(
)
sin
0
 pj pj
p rj
p rj
eqpj pj
eqpj pj
 I θ + ( F + D )r + C (θ − θ ) + k (θ − θ ) =
0
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p rj b p
mpQ
pj
mj
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 pj pj

(5)

5) Motor

I mjθmj + CmpQ (θmj − θpj ) + kmpQ (θ mj − θ pj ) =
Tmj

(6)

4. Result Analysis
4.1. Data Statistics
According to the different working conditions under different geological condiDOI: 10.4236/wjet.2019.72B001
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tions, this paper establishes the relationship between geological and working
conditions, obtains the load corresponding to the geology, and substitutes it into
the dynamic model of the cutterhead system. The vibration response boundaries
of each degree of freedom of the cutter head are obtained by solving the dynamic
model. The maximum response intervals of the degree of freedom of the IC, the
TPC and the FPC under different working conditions are counted. This paper
takes the integrated cutter head as an example, as shown in Table 1.

4.2. Analysis of the Conversion Process of Cutterhead
Firstly, the upper boundaries of the respective degrees of freedom under the
various working conditions of the cutterheadare separately summed. Then the
average of the upper boundaries of the respective degrees of freedom response
boundary is used to represent the response of each cutterhead under various
working conditions. Finally, the condition transformation analysis is carried out
to obtain the cutterhead stability and cutterhead selection under different geological conditions. In this paper, the first cut-off time is from the beginning of
tunneling to the first entry into the Out of difficult condition. The comparative
analysis of the conversion differences between different working conditions of
different cutterheads are shown in Figure 3.
a) Working conditions conversion(Maximum thrust condition/Maximum overturning condition/Turning and correcting condition/Out of difficult condition); b)
Working conditions conversion (Maximum thrust condition/Turning and correcting condition/Maximum overturning condition/Out of difficult condition); c)
Working conditions conversion (Maximum overturning condition/Maximum
thrust condition/Turning and correcting condition/Out of difficult condition);
d) Working conditions conversion (Maximum overturning condition/Turning
and correcting condition/Maximum thrust condition/Out of difficult condition).
Through engineering experience, during the normal excavation of the cutterhead, the most common working conditions of the cutterhead are the maximum
thrust condition and the maximum overturning condition. Since the geological
transformation process corresponds to different vibration conditions, the fluctuation of the vibration difference in different geological transformations can be
Table 1. Statistics on the maximum response boundary of the IC.

DOI: 10.4236/wjet.2019.72B001

The maximum
overturning condition

The maximum
thrust condition

The turning and
correcting condition

Out of difficult
condition

1

[−0.0039, 0.0038]

[−0.0020, 0.0024]

[−0.0017, 0.0019]

[−0.0013, 0.0016]

2

[−0.0022, 0.0022]

[−0.0018, 0.0019]

[−0.0015, 0.0016]

[−0.0012, 0.0014]

3

[−0.0004, 0.0013]

[−0.0036, 0.0044]

[−0.0005, 0.0006]

[−0.0001, 0.0001]

4

[−0.0030, 0.0030]

[−0.0003, 0.0004]

[−0.0002, 0.0002]

[−0.0001, 0.0001]

5

[−0.0021, 0.0021]

[−0.0001, 0.0001]

[−0.0007, 0.0009]

[−0.0001, 0.0002]

6

[0, 0.0004]

[0, 0.0005]

[0, 0.0006]

[0, 0.0006]
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Figure 3. Working conditions conversion of different cutterheads.

reflected in the stability of different types of cutterheads during geological conditions conversion. Through the analysis of the transformation process of different working conditions and the analysis of the correspondence between geology and working conditions, we can draw the following conclusions: When the
maximum thrust condition and the maximum overturning condition are normal
transition (for example, the transition without turning and correcting), that is,
the normal transition between the uniform rock stratum and the composite rock
stratum, the vibration response of the TPC is the smallest, its working condition
transition is the smoothest. In this case, the TPC is preferred. (2) When the
maximum thrust condition and the maximum overturning condition are abnormal transitions, the vibration response of the FPC is the smallest, its working
condition transition is the smoothest. In this case, the FPC is preferred.
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